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ABSTRACT

A search has been made using the XMM-Newton satellite for coronal soft X-ray emission from HD 19445, HD 25329, and HD 140283, three Population II stars in the Galactic halo having metallicities of [Fe/H] ~ -2. The program stars, consisting of two subdwarfs and one metal-poor subgiant, were pre-selected from ground-based observations to have He I λ10830 absorption lines with an equivalent width (EW) of 30 mA or more. If such stars follow a relation between He I EW and soft X-ray flux applicable to Population I dwarf stars, then they would be expected to have X-ray luminosities ~5 × 10^-7 times their bolometric luminosity, and as such would yield detectable sources in 20 ks exposures with the XMM-Newton EPIC-PN and MOS cameras. No detections were found in such exposures made with XMM-Newton. Upper limits to soft X-ray emission from the two program stars that have effective temperatures most similar to that of the Sun, namely HD 19445 and HD 140283, are comparable to the level of the quiet Sun. The star HD 25329, a cooler subdwarf, exhibits an upper limit similar to the Sun at maximum activity. These measurements suggest that coronal activity appears to decrease with age among the oldest G dwarfs, but K-M dwarfs possibly have maintained a solar-like level of activity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Coronal activity among main-sequence stars as measured by X-ray emission is known to be a decreasing function of age (e.g., Guerdel et al. 1997; Feigelson et al. 2004; Preibisch & Feigelson 2005; Jackson et al. 2012). The limits of coronal activity are expected to be found among the metal-poor Population II subdwarf stars of the Galactic halo, which are among the oldest known stars in the Galaxy. Such subdwarfs do have chromospheres, as is evident from the spectroscopic detections of Ca II H and K emission and Mg II h and k emission lines among the closest of such stars (Peterson & Schrijver 1997; Smith & Churchill 1998; Isaacson & Fisher 2010). However, evidence for million degree coronae among metal-poor subdwarfs has been elusive to date. A technique often used for verifying the presence of a corona around a late-type dwarf star is the detection of soft X-ray emission. The ROSAT All Sky Survey detected few if any metal-poor stars of the Galactic halo with metallicities of [Fe/H] < -1.0 dex. In this paper we report a deep imaging search in soft X-rays made using the XMM-Newton spacecraft in an attempt to detect the presence of coronae around two Population II subdwarfs and one subgiant.

Within late-type dwarf stars coronal heating is thought to be governed by the activity of an interior magnetic dynamo, the strength of which depends on the stellar rotation rate. As stars evolve on the main sequence they spin down, with a consequent decrease in dynamo activity, coronal heating and consequently X-ray luminosity (e.g., Mamajek & Hillenbrand 2008; Wright et al. 2013). The dynamo spin-down model has met with success in describing the evolution of chromospheric and non-saturated (e.g., Pizzolato et al. 2003) coronal activity among main-sequence stars. However, the correlations between stellar activity and age, corner-stones on which the theory is based, depend largely on observations of stars younger than ~1 Gyr (Pizzolato et al. 2003; Wright et al. 2013). The evolution of coronal emission line fluxes among substantially older dwarfs remains poorly studied. With pre-selected stars chosen as described below, an XMM-Newton program has been carried out to search for soft X-ray emission from dwarf stars with metallicities (and therefore presumably ages) typical of the Galactic halo.

The program described in this paper was planned around a ground-based technique that can provide optimal Population II stars for deep soft-X-ray imaging. The He I triplet line at 10830 Å is known to serve as a tracer of chromospheric conditions among FGK stars (Zirin 1982; O’Brien & Lambert 1986; Zarro & Zirin 1986; Sanz-Forcada & Dupree 2008), and its behavior appears to be linked to the coronae of such stars. The process(es) responsible for populating the lower state of the 10830 Å triplet feature have been the subject of debate (e.g., Zirin 1976; Cuntz & Luttermoser 1990; Sanz-Forcada & Dupree 2008). Among Population I dwarfs later than spectral type F7 there is a correlation between soft X-ray flux and the equivalent width (EW) of the He I λ10830 line (Zirin 1976; Cuntz & Luttermoser 1990; Sanz-Forcada & Dupree 2008). Among Population I dwarfs later than spectral type F7 there is a correlation between soft X-ray flux and the equivalent width (EW) of the He I λ10830 line (Zirin 1976; Cuntz & Luttermoser 1990; Sanz-Forcada & Dupree 2008). Among Population I dwarfs later than spectral type F7 there is a correlation between soft X-ray flux and the equivalent width (EW) of the He I λ10830 line (Zirin 1976; Cuntz & Luttermoser 1990; Sanz-Forcada & Dupree 2008). Among Population I dwarfs later than spectral type F7 there is a correlation between soft X-ray flux and the equivalent width (EW) of the He I λ10830 line (Zirin 1976; Cuntz & Luttermoser 1990; Sanz-Forcada & Dupree 2008). Among Population I dwarfs later than spectral type F7 there is a correlation between soft X-ray flux and the equivalent width (EW) of the He I λ10830 line (Zirin 1976; Cuntz & Luttermoser 1990; Sanz-Forcada & Dupree 2008). Among Population I dwarfs later than spectral type F7 there is a correlation between soft X-ray flux and the equivalent width (EW) of the He I λ10830 line (Zirin 1976; Cuntz & Luttermoser 1990; Sanz-Forcada & Dupree 2008).

Based on observations obtained with XMM-Newton, an ESA science mission with instruments and contributions directly funded by ESA Member States and NASA.
In an effort to test for coronae among Population II subdwarfs, Smith et al. (2012) obtained spectra of the He I $\lambda$10830 line for more than 20 dwarfs with metallicity in the range $-2.1 \leq [\text{Fe/H}] \leq -0.8$. Combined with the earlier work of Takeda & Takada-Hidai (2011), the observations show that metal-poor field subdwarfs commonly exhibit a $\lambda$10830 He I absorption feature. The equivalent width (EW) of the line is typically less than 70 mA among metal-poor subdwarfs, and for subdwarfs of $B - V$ color similar to the Sun the range is more normally from 0 to 40 mA. There is a greater range in $\lambda$10830 EW among Population I dwarfs, many of which have considerably stronger He I lines (EW $>100$ mA) than the subdwarfs. The EWs of Population I dwarfs do, however, overlap with the metal-poor subdwarfs despite the considerably greater age of the later (Smith et al. 2012). These results provide suggestive evidence that old subdwarf stars may have coronae. Soft X-ray detections could verify this conclusion.

The most metal-poor halo subdwarfs are expected to be considerably older than the Population I dwarfs in the Zarro & Zirin (1986) survey. Yet as already noted, examples of metal-poor subdwarfs in Smith et al. (2012) have comparable He I EWs to some dwarfs in the Zarro & Zirin (1986) sample. The He I $\lambda$10830 lower level is evidently being excited among Population II subdwarfs. If radiative excitation from high-energy coronal photons is the relevant mechanism, then it would follow that subdwarfs should be detected in soft X-rays if sufficiently deep integrations can be acquired. None of the subdwarf stars in the He I study of Smith et al. (2012) are found as detections in the ROSAT All-Sky Survey Faint Source Catalog (Voges et al. 2000). This indicates a need for deeper pointed soft X-ray observations.

### 2. THE TARGET STARS

According to Takeda & Takada-Hidai (2011) the relation between EW($\lambda$10830) and log($L_X/L_{bol}$) for dwarf stars with $[\text{Fe/H}] > -1$ extends down to EW($\lambda$10830) = 33 mA at \( \log(L_X/L_{bol}) = -6.2 \pm 0.3 \). A number of subdwarfs are found in the Smith et al. (2012) and Takeda & Takada-Hidai (2011) observations with $[\text{Fe/H}] < -1.0$ and EW($\lambda$10830) $\geq$ 30 mA. These represent an optimal pre-selected sample of stars with which to search for soft X-ray detections. We obtained deep XMM-Newton imaging with the EPIC camera system in an attempt to detect soft X-rays from two subdwarfs and one subgiant. The resulting observations constitute a feasibility study rather than a comprehensive search for soft X-ray emission along the subdwarf main sequence. By choosing candidate stars according to He I $\lambda$10830 absorption lines we attempt to maximize the opportunity to detect soft X-ray emission.

Three stars were chosen for XMM-Newton deep imaging on the basis of several considerations: a He I $\lambda$10830 line with EW of 30 mA or greater, relatively bright apparent magnitudes of $V \sim 7$–8, metallicity of $[\text{Fe/H}] < -1.5$ to ensure a true halo star, and an absence of bright nearby companions to minimize the risk of interloper sources. This led to the candidate stars that are listed in Table 1, which also contains values of photometric properties, metallicity, and the He I $\lambda$10830 EW. Optical images of the fields of the three stars show that there are no brighter stars within ~15 arcmin of each of them. The sources of the V and ($B - V$) photometry listed in Table 1 are Gratton et al. (2000) for HD 14445 and HD 25329 and Norris et al. (1985) for HD 140283, which are also the references for Smith et al. (2012) and Norris et al. (2000). In the case of HD 140283 the tabulated values are based on the effective temperature and bolometric magnitude obtained from Fuhrmann (1998). The bolometric luminosity for HD 140283 was also calculated from the effective temperature and bolometric magnitude obtained from Smith et al. (2012). The three stars in Table 1 have metallicities that are typical of the old Galactic halo. HD 140283 is the optically brightest star in the sample and has an effective temperature similar to the Sun. HD 14445 also has a solar-like effective temperature not much different from that of HD 140283. Both stars have bluer ($B - V$) colors than the Sun due to their low metallicity. HD 25329 has the largest EW for the $\lambda$10830 He I line and so has considerable astrophysical interest, but it is cooler than the other two stars in Table 1, and so less comparable to well-studied solar-like dwarfs of the Galactic disk.

As can be seen from the luminosities and effective temperatures in Table 1, two of the program stars, HD 14445 and HD 25329, are subdwarf members of the metal-poor Galactic halo, and if they have ages similar to that of the globular cluster M92 they would be ~12.5 ± 0.5 Gyr old (VandenBerg et al. 2014). HD 140283 is a metal-poor Galactic halo star with a relatively low metallicity of $[\text{Fe/H}] \sim -2.3$, and references to prior studies of it can be found in Bond et al. (2013) and VandenBerg et al. (2014). VandenBerg et al. (2014)
consider HD 140283 to be a subgiant, and a comparison of this star to isochrones in the \((\log T_{\text{eff}}, M_V)\) diagram lead them to derive an age of \(14.3 \pm 0.4\) Gyr on the basis of a parallax measurement made with the Fine Guidance Sensor on the Hubble Space Telescope. For HD 140283 they find an absolute magnitude of \(M_V = 3.37 \pm 0.03\), an effective temperature of \(5797\) K (which agrees well with the value listed in Table 1), and a HST FGS parallax of \(17.2 \pm 0.7\) mas. The location of this star in the H-R diagram shown in Figures 1 and 2 of VandenBerg et al. (2014) places it part way between the red giant branch. As such, HD 140283 is in a more evolved state than the other two stars of our XMM-Newton program, and may be older than them by \(\sim 1.5\) Gyr (VandenBerg et al. 2014). The comparison between HD 19445 and HD 140283 is worth noting in that these two stars have very similar [Fe/H] metallicities, effective temperatures, and \(\lambda10830\) He I EWs, while the later is in a more evolved state, although it has not yet arrived at the base of the red giant branch.

3. XMM-NEWTON OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

The XMM-Newton observations for this program (PI Smith) were obtained in 2014 August and 2015 March. The three targets HD 19445, HD 25329, and HD 140283 were observed with XMM-Newton for about 20 ks each. The XMM-Newton spacecraft operates several instruments in parallel; this program used the three X-ray imaging CCD cameras PN, MOS1, and MOS2, which comprise the European Photon Imaging Camera (EPIC; Strüder et al. 2001; Turner et al. 2001). A summary of the EPIC data, which were obtained in Full Frame mode for all three stars, is given in Table 2. The Medium filter was used for all observations in each camera.

The data reduction was carried out using the Science Analysis system (Gabriel et al. 2004) version 14.0.0. Standard filtering was applied to all event grades, but no filtering on high background intervals was done. The observation of HD 19445 has such low background rates that filtering is unnecessary. The same is true for the MOS detectors in the observation of HD 140283; in this observation the PN shows count rates around 13 counts s\(^{-1}\), which is far above the recommended cut-off value, but inspection of the image shows that the background is concentrated on one specific chip edge of the PN. This chip is not relevant for the analysis, and the background on the remaining detector is below the value recommended for filtering. In the observation of HD 25329, the PN and both MOS detectors measured background rates roughly an order of magnitude above the limits used in standard filtering. The background is variable, but there is insufficient integration time at low backgrounds for any useful analysis. Thus, we include the full exposure time in the following and note that this leads to much looser upper limits compared to the other two observations.

The position of each star was calculated for the epoch of observation based on HIPPARCOS coordinates and proper motions (the resulting coordinates being listed in Table 2). A circular source extraction region with a radius of \(30''\) was placed on the calculated positions within each data frame. The background was estimated from regions on the same chip, by selecting circular regions with at least ten times the area of the source region, and taking care to avoid chip edges and sources in the field. In the case of the PN detectors, the background regions are placed at roughly the same distance from the read-out node, since this affects the electronic noise level. One exception is the observation of HD 19445, where both source and background region in the PN frame need to be smaller.
radius 20″) to avoid detector rows with high noise level at the chip edge.

Reproductions of the EPIC CCD images of all three fields are shown in Figure 1. None of the three program stars is detected in the observations. The full frame count rates for the EPIC PN, MOS1, and MOS2 chips are plotted versus elapsed exposure time for each program star in Figure 2. The variations are largely due to noise or background fluctuations, most notably in the case of the exposures of HD 25329 as noted above. Upper limits on the count rates from the stellar sources were calculated following the recipe employed for the XMM-Newton Upper Limit Server. The background count rate was normalized to the same area used for the source extraction. Since it is measured from a much larger region, the uncertainty on the background count rate is small. A 95% confidence upper limit to each source flux was calculated following the Bayesian approach of Kraft et al. (1991) with a uniform prior.

Considering the detectors separately, the MOS detectors always have more stringent limits than the PN, because of their lower background. Table 3 shows the strictest upper limit seen in the MOS1 or MOS2 chips for the three sources. Upper limits are calculated for three energy bands. A typical stellar corona emits predominantly at low energies, while at high energies the background emission dominates. Thus we select the following energy bands: 0.2–1.5 keV, 0.2–7.0 keV, and 0.465–0.665 keV. The last band is centered on the 0.57 keV O VII He-like triplet, which shows prominent emission for cool-star coronae (e.g., Ness et al. 2004). Reducing the background by filtering on this narrow energy band allowed Hempel et al. (2005) to detect β Pic in an XMM-Newton observation.

In order to convert the count rate limits in Table 3 to flux and luminosity limits it is necessary to assume a spectral model. The flux limits in the table are calculated for a corona with a solar abundance pattern with a 10^6 K temperature and no interstellar absorption using the WebPIMMS tool and an APEC model (Foster et al. 2012).

These limits depend only weakly on the abundance (taking a global metallicity of 0.01 solar changes the average energy of

---

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Star</th>
<th>0.2–7 keV (counts s⁻¹)</th>
<th>0.2–1.5 keV (counts s⁻¹)</th>
<th>O vii (counts s⁻¹)</th>
<th>I_X (0.2–5 keV) (10⁻¹⁵ erg cm⁻² s⁻¹)</th>
<th>L_X (0.2–5 keV) (10⁵⁶ erg s⁻¹)</th>
<th>log(I_X/I_Bol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HD 19445</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>&lt; 2</td>
<td>&lt; 4</td>
<td>−6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD 25329</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>&lt; 16</td>
<td>&lt; 6</td>
<td>−6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD 140283</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>&lt; 3</td>
<td>&lt; 11</td>
<td>−7.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

4 http://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/xmm-newton/uls-userguide

5 http://ledas-www.star.le.ac.uk/cgi-bin/w3pimms/pim
the X-ray photons by less than 1%) and the temperature (e.g., a coronal temperature of $3 \times 10^6$ K would lead to a flux limit of 30% lower). The strictest limits can be derived using the count rate in the 0.2–1.5 keV band. Narrower bands have too few counts and thus larger Poisson fluctuations; wider bands include more background with (assuming a typical coronal spectrum) little additional source signal. Flux and luminosity limits in Table 3 are given in the 0.2–5.0 keV band for the stellar distances listed in Table 1. The corresponding upper limits to $\log (L_X/L_{bol})$ are also given in Table 3.

4. DISCUSSION

The results for each star can be summarized as follows. The subdwarf HD 19445 has an effective temperature and a bolometric luminosity similar to the Sun, but a much lower metallicity of [Fe/H] = −2.0. As such it provides the best analogy in our sample to a metal-poor counterpart to the Sun. Being a halo subdwarf, the age of HD 19445 is expected to be $\sim 12.5$ Gyr if it is similar to that of the globular cluster M92 (VandenBerg et al. 2014). The upper limit placed on the soft X-ray luminosity of this subdwarf is $4 \times 10^{26}$ erg s$^{-1}$, which corresponds to $\log L_X/L_{bol} = −6.9$. The X-ray luminosity of the Sun in the ROSAT-PSPC band ranges from $2 \times 10^{25}$ erg s$^{-1}$ at solar minimum to $2 \times 10^{27}$ erg s$^{-1}$ at solar maximum (Ayres 2014). Relative to the solar bolometric luminosity the solar X-ray luminosity ranges from $\log (L_X/L_X) = −7.28$ at solar minimum to $−6.28$ dex at solar maximum. The upper limit that the XMM-Newton observation imposes on the coronal activity of HD 19445 approaches the solar minimum level to about a factor of two.

The effective temperature of HD 140283 is also similar to that of the Sun but the bolometric luminosity is a factor of 4 times higher. The upper limit placed on the soft X-ray luminosity of HD 140283 is $11 \times 10^{26}$ erg s$^{-1}$, which is the highest of the three stars in our sample and a factor of 6 times higher than that of the Sun at the minimum of its activity cycle. Nonetheless the upper limit on the ratio $\log L_X/L_{bol}$ of $−7.2$ is the lowest of the three stars observed. This relatively low upper limit on $L_X/L_{bol}$ for HD 140283 is in part a reflection of the fact that this star has evolved from the Population II main sequence to a bolometric luminosity in excess of that of the Sun. This relatively low upper limit on $L_X/L_{bol}$ for HD 140283 is in part a reflection of the fact that this cooler subdwarf HD 25329 could have a more active corona than the quiet Sun, but the high background counts encountered in the XMM-Newton exposures have prohibited a potential detection of possible coronal activity at this level.

Figure 3. Equivalent width of the He I $\lambda$10830 feature vs. the ratio of soft X-ray luminosity to bolometric luminosity for dwarf stars in the studies of Zarro & Zirin (1986) and Takeda & Takada-Hidai (2011). Stellar spectral class is denoted: F7-G8 (open circles), K (filled circles). Stars with [Fe/H] $< −0.4$ are marked by open triangles. The metal-poor stars from the XMM-Newton program reported here are marked by a star symbol along with an arrow indicating an upper limit. The range of $L_X/L_{bol}$ for the Sun in the ROSAT/PSPC band (Ayres 2014) is shown by the dashed line bounded by the letter S. The equivalent width at solar maximum and minimum is taken from the study of Livingston (1992), who finds a variation from $\sim 40$ mÅ at solar minimum to $\sim 80$ mÅ at solar maximum.

In terms of absolute X-ray luminosity the upper limits placed on all three program stars are within a factor of 6 of the solar X-ray luminosity at solar minimum. In the case of the near-solar-temperature stars HD 19445 and HD 140283 the ratio $L_X/L_{bol}$ approaches, or is comparable to, the solar minimum value.

Further context for the present non-detections can be had by revisiting the correlation between soft X-ray luminosity and He I $\lambda$10830 EW for Population I dwarfs using published data. Zarro & Zirin (1986) used observations from the *Einstein* satellite to document a correlation between He I EW and the X-ray to bolometric luminosity ratio $\log L_X/L_{bol}$ for F-K dwarfs of spectral type F7 and later. To this work we added the data of Takeda & Takada-Hidai (2011) for a sample of low-activity dwarfs, their X-ray measurements being obtained from the *ROSAT* satellite. Four stars are in common between these two studies, and an unweighted average of the He I EW has been adopted here. The resulting plot of He I EW versus $\log L_X/L_{bol}$ is shown in Figure 3, and the spectral types of the stars plotted range from mid-F to K, so that they are not all dwarfs of solar-like effective temperatures.

The data on HD 25329 do not impose any new constraints on Figure 3 due to the relatively bright upper limit that was achieved for $L_X/L_{bol}$, which in turn was elevated by the high background counts of the CCD images for this star. If Figure 3 were to apply to the stars with EW (A10830) = 30 mÅ observed in our *XMM-Newton* program one might have expected to detect soft X-ray emission within the range $−6.4 \leq \log (L_X/L_{bol}) \leq −5.2$. However, the upper limits on $L_X/L_{bol}$ for both HD 19445 and HD 140283, two stars with near-solar effective temperatures, fall outside of this range, being lower by 0.5 dex or more. Both stars fall to the left of the distribution of dwarfs in Figure 3, and at a level comparable to the integrated quiet Sun flux.
The EW(\(\lambda_{10830}\)) measurements less than 100 m\(\text{A}\) as given by Zarro & Zirin (1986) tend to be quantized as either 0 or 50 m\(\text{A}\), except in one case where a value of 25 m\(\text{A}\) is given. The increments between the EW values presumably reflect the uncertainties in these measurements. As such, some stars for which Zarro & Zirin (1986) give an EW of 0 m\(\text{A}\) potentially have weak \(\lambda_{10830}\) lines with EWs of several tens of m\(\text{A}\), which would mean a He I line of similar EW to HD 194445 and HD 140283, the two stars with solar-like effective temperatures in our program. The one star for which Zarro & Zirin (1986) give a \(\lambda_{10830}\) EW of 25 m\(\text{A}\) is HD 161797, a slightly metal-rich G5 IV star with an Einstein soft X-ray luminosity of \(\log(L\_X/L\_bol) = -6.4\) and \(T\_eff = 5562\text{K}\) (Jofré et al. 2015). Both HD 194445 and HD 140283 have similar strengths of the \(\lambda_{10830}\) He I line but the XMM-Newton upper limits on \(\log(L\_X/L\_bol)\) are 0.5 dex or more below the Einstein measurement for HD 161797. The solar-like G0V star HD 19373 \((T\_eff = 5648\text{K}, \text{Boyajian et al. 2013})\) and HD 121370 \((\text{G0 IV, } T\_eff = 5967\text{ to } 6074\text{K}, \text{Boyajian et al. 2013})\) both have \(\log(L\_X/L\_bol) = -6.4\) and \(\text{EW}(\lambda_{10830}) \approx 0 \text{ m}\(\text{A}\) from Zarro & Zirin (1986). These two stars and HD 161797, with solar-like effective temperatures, have the lowest X-ray/bolometric luminosities actually detected by Einstein in the Zarro & Zirin (1986) sample. As can be seen from Figure 3 there are several dwarfs in the \(L\_X/L\_bol\) range \(-6.0 \text{ dex to } -6.4 \text{ dex}\) that have detected He I absorption lines of \(-25\text{ to } -50 \text{ m}\(\text{A}\). Such stars appear to have more active coronae than solar-temperature subdwarfs.

In summary, three points might be drawn from Figure 3 and the observational limits given in Table 3. (1) At low coronal activity levels there is possibly an intrinsic spread in \(L\_X/L\_bol\) for a given EW(\(\lambda_{10830}\)). (2) Figure 3 does not appear to contain solar-like dwarfs having coronal activity comparable to the level of the quiet Sun near solar minimum. (3) The two solar-temperature stars in our program, HD 19445 and HD 140283, with EW(\(\lambda_{10830}\)) \approx 30 m\(\text{A}\), fall to the left side, i.e., lower coronal activity level, of the distribution of stars in Figure 3, and the limits placed on their X-ray luminosities are consistent with coronae that are as quiet as that of the solar minimum. In this context it is worth restating that HD 19445 and HD 140283 were pre-selected on the basis of having \(\lambda_{10830}\) He I absorption features with EWs of \(-30 \text{ m}\(\text{A}\). The cooler subdwarf HD 25329 has even stronger \(\lambda_{10830}\) absorption. Thus our sample was deliberately biased so as to increase the likelihood of detecting soft X-ray emission, should the correlation between \(L\_X/L\_bol\) and EW(\(\lambda_{10830}\)) for Population I dwarfs also apply to subdwarfs. The non-detection of both stars implies that the typical coronal activity level to be expected among solar-temperature main-sequence stars of the Galactic halo is less than that of a “mean” Sun, and possibly comparable to or even less than the Sun at solar minimum. Such an inference would be consistent with the old ages of subdwarfs and a continued but slow decrease in coronal activity with age among the oldest G dwarfs in the Galaxy. There may be intrinsic scatter in both EW(\(\lambda_{10830}\)) and \(L\_X/L\_bol\) among the oldest G-type dwarfs of both the Galactic halo and the disk, that accompanies differences in age and metallicity.

Takeda & Takada-Hidai (2011) argued that the presence of He I \(\lambda_{10830}\) EWs of \(-10 < \text{ EW(\(\lambda_{10830}\)} \approx 100 \text{ m}\(\text{A}\) among subdwarfs is consistent with old dwarf stars attaining a base level of activity that is driven by some heating mechanism unrelated to a magnetic dynamo. Schmitt (1997), Bercik et al. (2005) and others have used X-ray data to argue for a base-level to coronal activity among late-type main-sequence stars, possibly related to acoustic heating or heating related to a non-rotating convective dynamo. If the proposition of Takeda & Takada-Hidai (2011) is correct then the data presented in this paper would be consistent with the further surmise that the base level of coronal activity among solar-temperature Population II subdwarfs is no greater than that of the solar minimum. Furthermore, should it prove from a larger sample of stars that the soft X-ray luminosities of halo subdwarfs with \([\text{Fe/H}] < -1.0\) are systematically lower, on average, than the mean for Population I dwarfs having comparable He I line EWs, then conditions in the region from which the \(\lambda_{10830}\) He line forms may be less metallicity or age dependent than the level of coronal activity. This poses the question: do metal-poor Population II F-G dwarfs have hot transition regions analogous to those of Population I dwarfs but less active coronal activity?

Models of the average quiet Sun (Avrett 1992) show that the \(\lambda_{10830}\) line arises from the same level in the chromosphere as the Mg II emission core, so that core emission can indicate the state of the atmosphere. The surface flux of the Mg II emission in metal-poor dwarfs, including two of our program stars, HD 19445 and HD 140283, is also generally less, by a factor of three to five, than the solar value (Peterson & Schrijver 1997). However, this ratio exceeds the depletion of \([\text{Fe/H}]\) which is \(-10^{-2}\) solar. Peterson & Schrijver (1997) noted that in dwarf stars, the Mg II line strengths appear insensitive to metallicity. Such behavior of Mg II suggests that the chromospheres may be hotter and denser in metal-depleted dwarfs—which could follow if the energy input is similar between dwarf stars of greatly different metallicity. A metal-poor atmosphere does not allow as much cooling due to radiative losses so that the temperature would be greater. A higher temperature will cause increased ionization and electron density.

The coolest and least luminous star in our program is HD 25329. A Population I dwarf of similar effective temperature would have a spectral type of K3. An upper limit of \(\log(L\_X/L\_bol) \sim -6.0\) for this subdwarf having a 67 m\(\text{A}\) \(\lambda_{10830}\) line could place it among the lower coronal-activity F7-G8 dwarves plotted in Figure 3, but it may fall to the left of the K dwarfs. A solar-like level of coronal activity cannot be ruled out for HD 25329. However, the Ca K line strength of this star appears comparable to the lowest K-line fluxes of solar abundance dwarfs (Isaacs & Fischer 2010), which given the amount of 10830 A absorption would appear also to suggest a warmer chromosphere. In this context it is worth noting that the metal-poor M1V Kapteyn’s star (GJ 191) has been detected in soft X-rays with a 0.3–2.5 keV luminosity of \(L\_X = (2.4–6.0) \times 10^{26} \text{ erg s}^{-1}\) (Schmitt & Liefke 2004; Guinan et al. 2016), which is consistent with the upper limit placed on the more metal-poor HD 25329. Thus, although coronal activity among the oldest F-G subdwarfs may approach the very low levels of the quiet Sun, it is possible that among the K-M subdwarfs such activity is maintained.
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